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Smart Infrastructure 
Smart infrastructure encompasses   
networked infrastructure that uses 
d i isensors an  commun cat ons 
technologies to better utilise or     
sustain resources. 
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Discussion Questions 
1. For Queensland, and Australia in general, what 
are the possibilities for smart infrastructure?
2 What are the barriers and realities?.       
3 Wh t i ht t t b ?. a  m g  some nex  s eps e
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DQ1: possibilities 
• Education 
– E-learning ⃡ digital literacy
• Community
– Online ⃡ real world
• Business
– services ⃡ customers
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DQ1: possibilities t , con
• Health
– Information resource to consumers ⃡ service 
i i / tprov s on suppor
• Government 
– Information provision ⃡ engagement/participation by 
public
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DQ2: barriers and realities   
• New networks need to be constructed in –
– Infill
• Mainly urban and regional
– Greenfield
• Mainly regional and rural 
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DQ2: barriers and realities t   , con
• How to ‘construct’ the new networks? 
– What is available/most suitable for the area?
• Fibre optic cables
• Satellite 
Wi l• re ess
• Other ?
– How to fund construction   
• NBN Co Ltd v developer funded 
• Using/piggy backing on existing infrastructure?
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DQ2: barriers and realities t   , con
• An underlying requirement is the ability of the public to 
be able to use networked infrastructure
E i ti– x s ng
– Future
• Ensuring operability of new (and old)
– Using/upgrading existing networks
– Consumer hardware
– Business hardware
– Public education / digital literacy
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DQ3: next steps  
• Issues to be addressed include -
– Planning
• Need consistent policies across Australia on what must be 
provided  for all not just greenfield
• Specific issues for rural and regional Australia must be 
addressed
– Cost
• How to treat the cost of creating the network
• Who pays and when for access to the network?
• Cost of moving from old to new
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DQ3: next steps t  , con
– Access
• Transitioning to a new regulatory framework
• Ongoing access for services and content
O i hi f h k– ngo ng owners p o  t e networ
• Public or private?
• Maintenance and upgrade issues    
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